PRE-PRODUCTION VALIDATION AND ANALYTICS

APTIV
CONNECT
Q U A L I F I E R

USED BY MORE THAN 70% OF THE WORLD’S LEADING VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS,
APTIV CONNECT QUALIFIER DRAMATICALLY REDUCES THE TIME IT TAKES TO FIND AND FIX
VEHICLE PROBLEMS, HELPING SAVE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.
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finding and fixing issues
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Advanced Analytics and Reporting
Qualifier also includes powerful
reporting tools that allow you to

Aptiv Connect Qualifier’s
capabilities include issue
management, reporting,
custom visualizations, offline
analysis, mapping, video, and
much more.

Edge Hardware &
Connect Edge Software

Aptiv Connect Qualifier
for Pre-Production Validation
Flexible Cloud
Qualifier Web Application
• Issue Management
• Reporting
• Root-Cause Analysis
• Visualizations
• Fleet Management
• Analytics

Built for Enterprises
Vehicle manufacturers often have many different engi-
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About Aptiv
Aptiv is a global technology leader with more than
160,000 people across more than 125 manufacturing
facilities and 15 major technical centers worldwide.
With a presence in 44 countries, we address mobility’s
toughest challenges through our deep software and
systems integration expertise, delivering marketrelevant solutions for our customers.

Our mission is to make the world safer, greener, and
more connected than ever before. As these trends
converge and the world of mobility changes, we will lead
this change.
Mobility has the power to change the world, and we have
the power to change mobility.

ISSUE MANAGEMENT
Features

Benefits

Set up pre-defined triggers to capture data in rich detail

Solve the problems that you are interested in, instead of
collecting data you don’t need

Access data from thousands of different parameters
recorded with microsecond precision

Ensure you never miss an anomalous event because you
aren’t sampling frequently enough

View aggregated data from events and DTCs, then drill
down into individual occurrences

Streamline the process of determining the root cause of
issues

Receive real-time alerts about events or DTCs

Know immediately when an anomalous event occurs so
that you can start investigating right away

Assign events and DTCs to team members

Improve collaboration among your engineers

Record comments about issue investigations

Save organizational knowledge so you don’t waste time
re-investigating issues

Watch video from up to 4 cameras before, during, and
after an event (optional)

See at a glance how conditions in or around the car
contributed to an event

Access full CAN logs for additional troubleshooting

Retain raw data for occasions when it is useful

ANALYTICS
Features

Benefits

Generate pre-built and custom reports

Track trends and monitor vehicle tools with automated
tools that simplify reporting

Create pareto charts, scatterplots, histograms, and other
visualizations

Spot potential issues at a glance

Capture a snapshot of parameter data at a specific point
in time

Understand everything that was happening in the vehicle
when an event occurred

Set package-specific thresholds to track metrics,
including Cpk, average, standard deviation, etc.

Determine when signals are outside desired limits, even if
they aren’t significant enough to trigger the MIL

Create time-based parameter graphs through AC-Graph

Sync multiple data signals with maps and video to learn
more about what happened before and after an event

Plot vehicle trips on a map

See whether location or geographic features might be
contributing to an issue

Conduct offline analytics with DATALAB

Perform statistical analysis, create visualizations, and join
files to better understand issues occuring over time and/
or across multiple vehicles

Subscribe to reports to receive them in your inbox on a
recurring schedule

Save time and improve productivity

FLEET MANAGEMENT
Features

Benefits

See vehicle locations at a glance

Streamline management of your testing program

Track hardware and software part numbers

Keep your testing operations organized

Monitor status of VDR hardware

Track the number of VDRs you have running in the field

ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES
Features

Benefits

Export data as CSV, MDF, or PDF files

Integrate your Qualifier data with other tools

Set up geofences

Monitor incidents that occur on your proving grounds or
during highway or city driving conditions

Access data 24/7 worldwide

Work together with colleagues in any time zone

